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Lithuanian is the native language of Lithuania, where it is 

spoken by about 3,000,000 people. 
 

Lithuanian is spoken mostly in Lithuania and Poland, but it is 

also spoken in Belarus, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, 

Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Canada, Uzbekistan, the 

United States, Brazil, Argentina, the United Kingdom and 

Uruguay. 
 

Altogether, there are about 4,000,000 people in the world 

who can speak Lithuanian.   



First words 
Welcome Sveiki atvykę 

Hello Labas 

Goodbye Viso gero 

Yes Taip 

No Ne 

Thank you Ačiū 

Please Prašau 

Sorry Atsiprašau 

Good Morning Labas rytas 

Good afternoon Laba diena 

Come here Ateik čia 

Well done Puiku 

 

Try and guess how to pronounce these words. 

 

Listen to these words on the recording. Now practice saying 

them.  



Numbers 1 to 10  
 

One  –   Vienas 

Two  –   Du 

Three  –   Trys 

Four  –   Keturi 

Five  –   Penki 

Six  –   Šeši 

Seven  –   Septyni 

Eight  –   Aštuoni 

Nine  –   Devyni 

Ten  –  Dešimt  

 

Practice counting to 10. 

Can you count backwards from 10 to 1  



 

Questions and answers 
 

What is your name? Koks tavo vardas? 
My name is ... Mano vardas yra ... 

 

How old are you? Kiek tau metų? 
I am eight years old. Aš esu aštuonerių 

metų. 
 

How are you? Kaip tu jautiesi? 
Very well. Labai gerai. 

 

What is this? Kas čia yra? 
This is a pencil. Čia yra pieštukas. 

 

Do you understand? Ar tu supranti? 
I do not understand. Aš nesuprantu. 

 

 

Can you try to find how you might reply to these questions 

with different answers? 

 



Alphabet 
The Lithuanian alphabet is based on the Latin alphabet and 

contains 32 letters, 2 of which denote sounds not native to 

the Lithuanian language.  

 

 

A basic pronunciation 

guide: 

 

“a” is just “ah”, “i” is just 

“ee”, “u” is just “oo (short)” 

 

y – is long “ee” (here are 3 sounds for “i”: short, long and nasal – i, 

y, į); 

j – never reads as in “john” but it always reads as in “yawn”; 

c – never reads as in “cocoon”, but always as “ts” (or German “z”) – 

so Lithuanian “cukrus” (sugar) you must read “tsookroos”. 

So you must remember: “y” is “ee” like in “tree”, “j” is “y” like 

“yawn”, and “c” is always “ts”. 

r – in Lithuanian is much more like in Latin or Greek, but never like 

in English, German or French. 

Other unusual letters: ą, ę, ė, į, ų, ū. You can read it like basic a, e, 

u for beginning. 

č = ch - česnakas (garlik); š = sh – širdis (heart); ž = zh – žaislas 

(toy). 



Fun Facts 
In the Lithuanian language there are no pronunciation rules, text 

is read just as it is written. 

The longest word contains 37 letters and is the longest official 

Lithuanian word. Nebeprisikiškiakopūsteliaujantiesiems has very 

little meaning, which makes it impossible to translate correctly, 

but broadly speaking it describes a person who gives something 

to those who could no longer collect wood sorrels. Its usage is 

not commonplace, but Lithuanians are always proud to pronounce 

it to foreigners. 

Many Lithuanian words are similar to Sanskrit. Lithuanian 

belongs to the Baltic group of the Indo-European family of 

languages. It is one of the oldest spoken languages in the world 

and even has words, such as vyras (man), šuo (dog), avis (sheep) 

which are similar in Sanskrit. It means that Lithuanians can 

recognize some words while listening to Indian languages. 

You can determine if a woman is married by her last name. If a 

Lithuanian woman takes her husband’s last name when getting 

married, the ending ‘-ienė’ is added. For instance, if a woman 

with the surname Kazlauskas gets married, her last name 

becomes Kazlauskienė. Generally speaking, if a woman’s last name 

ends with -ytė or -aitė, you can be sure that she is unmarried. 

However, this tradition is slowly dying. 

There are 9 letters in Lithuanian that English does not have. 

They look like English letters with marks above or below them. 

The letter Y comes earlier in the alphabet than in English, and 

there is no Q or W. 


